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Brunel News

After a return to the office in the first quarter, the second saw Brunel reaching something like a new normal for hybrid working. As we had hoped, staff are
increasingly treating the office as a tool and not a master, and so maximising its benefits for home-work separation, interaction, team building, and meetings
(from one-to-one supervisions through to Client Group and Board). Most recently, heat avoidance has been added to the list! Our new approach has not
only enabled us to provide greater flexibility as a benefit for our staff – and magnet for future staff. It has also prevented us moving to larger, more expensive
premises – staff numbers now far exceed our workstation capacity.
 
Good workplace practices were also a focus of our engagement through the period. Brunel was one of a coalition of 29 asset owners, led by CCLA, to write
to the CEOs of the UK’s 100 largest companies calling for improved mental health practices at work. Internally, we instigated a series of wellbeing seminars
and sessions at Brunel, as well as launching a wellbeing survey of staff.
 
Our core values and themes were once again in evidence, as was our desire for full scrutiny of whether we are living up to them, in our 2022 RI &
Stewardship Outcomes Report. The report is designed, among other things, to satisfy an extensive list of reporting criteria laid out by the Financial Conduct
Authority – which the FCA uses to ensure RI reporting shows sufficient due diligence. In this year’s report, published in May, we introduced a new priority
theme of biodiversity. “Investors and corporations must recognise that accounting for biodiversity-related impacts is critical,” said Laura Chappell, CEO.
“Companies must start preparing for the impending reality of nature-related disclosure due in 2023.”
 
Climate investing was no less a focus for it over the period. Our Climate Stocktake had already been initiated in Autumn 2021 but much of the consultation
and analysis work picked up in earnest over the quarter. In a studio interview with AssetTV on the subject of the Stocktake Faith Ward, Chief RI Officer at
Brunel, pointed to how global events only underline the importance of such a process. “What we have experienced in the last few months – particularly the
knock-on effects from the invasion of Ukraine – are a bump from an energy transition perspective,” said Ward. “So you need review points.”
 
Speaking on the same topic at a conference hosted by the FT and Pensions Expert, David Vickers, CIO, reeled off some of the key climate metrics that
Brunel has targeted in its approach, from decarbonisation by no less than 7% a year to holdings reaching Transition Pathway Initiative level 4 or above. But
he also emphasised that limits to data should never become a reason not to act. “Our current policy has five thematic prongs. It’s important to assess your
progress along the journey – thus our Climate Stocktake,” he said. “Science, disclosure levels, ambitions have all changed since we first wrote our Climate
Change Policy – progress relies on regularly harnessing these changes to accelerate our progress.”
 
The local RI commitment of client and pool alike was particularly demonstrated in the biggest announcement of the quarter: the launch of the Cornwall
Local Impact portfolio. The new portfolio is divided between a 55% allocation to affordable housing in Cornwall, and a 45% allocation split between a UK
renewables fund and a Cornwall renewables fund – the latter is called ‘Greencoat Cornwall Gardens’.
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Executive Summary

High Level Performance of Pension Fund
 
• The fund delivered absolute performance of -7.3% over the quarter in GBP terms.  This was 1.2% behind
the benchmark return of -6.1%.
• Total fund return for the 12 months to end-June 2022 was -3.6%, which was 3.4% behind a benchmark
return of -0.2%.

Total
(GBPm)

31 Mar 2022 3,694

30 Jun 2022 3,421

Net cash inflow (outflow) -1

Total Fund Valuation

Assets Transitioned to Brunel

GBP 2,270m GBP 2,101m
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Market Summary – Listed Markets

  

  The second quarter of 2022 saw a continuation of widespread negative sentiment towards risk assets,
albeit in smaller magnitude than during the prior quarter. The primary drivers were multi-decade inflation
highs, fears of a global recession and continuing geopolitical tensions.
 
Monetary tightening by central banks has now become commonplace worldwide, with more than 60
central banks increasing interest rates this year to combat runaway inflation. In the US, the Federal
Reserve (Fed) used its June meeting to increase interest rates by 75 basis points – the largest single rate
hike since 1994 - bringing its policy rate range to 1.5-1.75%. The purpose of the large move was to
combat increasing year-on-year headline inflation, which stood at a high of +8.6% in the quarter. The UK
was no different, with the Bank of England raising rates twice in the quarter. The base rate is now 1.25%,
up from 0.75% at the end of March. Headline inflation in the UK touched 40-year highs of +9.1% at the
end of the quarter. The only notable exception to this tightening trend is China, which cut interest rates
by 10 basis points to 3.7% at the beginning of 2022. China has seen its economy improve over in recent
weeks, following the easing of some COVID restrictions, and a more accommodating stance from the
government on corporate regulations, particularly in the technology sector. Whilst this benefitted
domestic markets, it did little to stimulate sentiment in other emerging market economies.
 
Recession fears began to grip the world towards the end of the quarter. Several economists slashed
second quarter real GDP forecasts in the US to +2.4% after the Fed’s more aggressive stance towards
rate rises became apparent; forecasts had been close to +4% in January 2022. The situation in the US
was aggravated further by the release of a disappointing consumer spending report in June. However,
many market participants believe any US recession could be mild, given the low level of unemployment,
and lower sensitivity to the events in Ukraine. Europe finds itself in a much tougher position, with large
dependence on Russian energy adding to cost of living pressures across the continent. As a result, real
incomes are falling quickly and growth in the region’s export market is slowing. Consensus among
economists increasingly points to a mild recession in Europe in coming quarters.
 
Equity, credit, currency and commodity markets experienced significant mark-to-market volatility against
this backdrop of high inflation and slowing growth.
 
Global developed equities, proxied by MSCI World, fell by approximately 9% in GBP terms, with all but
two countries registering a negative return. Emerging Markets – proxied by MSCI Emerging Markets –
fared better; the index fell a modest -4% in GBP terms, although this was heavily skewed by China, which
appreciated by +12% in GBP terms, following the easing of some COVID restrictions. Almost all countries
in emerging markets posted negative returns over the quarter. In terms of styles, the higher interest rate
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Market Summary – Listed Markets

environment proved supportive for Value stocks vs Growth counterparts - as had been the case in Q1
2022. Value stocks outperformed Growth by more than 8%. Unsurprisingly, the most successful style was
Low Volatility, which can outperform during equity drawdowns.
 
Credit experienced one of its worst periods in recent history. A perfect storm of rising rates – driven by
inflation and subsequent central bank actions – and widening credit spreads, sparked by growth and
recession fears, caused major falls in most bond prices. Government bond yields continued to rise across
the globe, particularly in the US, where the 2-year and 10-year yields rose to 2.93% & 2.98% respectively,
a rise of over +70 basis points in each case. Government securities and investment grade corporates –
proxied by two of the Bloomberg Global Aggregate indices – both fell approximately 9% in local terms in
Q2 2022. Large bond duration, a measure of interest rate sensitivity, was the main driver. Sub-investment
grade securities had a torrid period, with high yield corporates – proxied by the Bloomberg Global High
Yield Corporates Index – falling over 11% in local terms, after recession fears sparked significant spread
widening.
 
Many commodities finally ran out of steam, as recession worries began to trump the supply squeeze
following the invasion of Ukraine. Both precious and industrial metals suffered heavy losses in Q2 2022.
Notable examples included nickel and copper, which saw spot prices fall by 25% and 34% respectively
(in GBP terms). Oil was a notable exception to this trend, with the WTI benchmark rising over 14% in GBP
terms.
 
Recession concerns and tight monetary policy drove more investors to the US dollar, which is typical
during times of market stress. The DXY Index – a measure of US dollar strength relative to a basket of
foreign currencies – rose another 6.5% over the quarter, taking its year-to-date appreciation to over 9%.
This has become particularly prevalent vs the Japanese yen, which depreciated due to the Bank of
Japan’s continued stance on yield curve control. The US dollar appreciated approximately 11% vs the
yen in the second quarter alone.
 
Looking forward, there are still several key questions for investors to ponder. It is still very unclear how the
slowing growth and high inflation themes will play out or how much is priced into markets.
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Market Summary – Head of Private Markets

Overview
Equities and bonds struggled through Q2 as investors priced in further interest rate hikes and heightened
risks of recession. Inflation reached multi-decade highs across many major economies. The Bank of
England and the US Federal Reserve both raised rates, with guidance of more increases to come, with
even the European Central Bank signalling a first rate increase in July. Energy prices soared,
exacerbated by rising demand and supply constraints caused by the conflict in Ukraine.
 
The inflationary shock, low consumer confidence, and ongoing supply chain disruptions have led
economists to reduce their growth expectations for many countries.
 
Infrastructure
Preqin Q2 2022 report showed Infrastructure Funds raised $50bn in 14 funds in the quarter, second only to
the record $70bn raised in Q1.
 
Among them, Brookfield’s Global Transition Fund managed to close a record $15bn, double the initial
target size, and a sign of the increasing interest for the energy transition theme within infrastructure.
Brookfield’s fund is also significative in that, as opposed to other smaller Energy transition funds focusing
on new clean energy technologies, it aims to invest and transform “carbon-intensive industries”. Investors
commit to gain exposure to “dirty companies” such as coal fired Australia’s AGL Energy, with the
promise to decarbonise over time.
 
While the war in Ukraine has continued to reinforce the market interest in renewables, energy security
has gained prominence in the agenda, and the EU admitted both gas and nuclear in their “green
taxonomy”.
 
Inflation and inflation protected was another of the prevalent themes. While infrastructure remains
popular for its higher linkage to inflation, infrastructure players have noted that in a high inflation
scenario, returns may grow in nominal terms, but may need to be moderated in real terms to maintain
their “social license to operate” by not passing full inflation to final users (contract versus reality).
 
Private Equity
Following the record-breaking year in 2021, private equity activity slowed down in the first half of 2022.
Deal volume continued to decline in Q2 2022 compared to Q1 with the current uncertainty that clouds
the overall economic environment. Inflation, rising interest rates, and the effects of the war in Ukraine
continue to strain market activity. The US Fed’s hawkish stance to tackle inflation is further increasing the
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Market Summary – Head of Private Markets

risk of recession, which ultimately led to both valuations and deal volume declining. In addition, it is
unlikely that companies will be able to pass on the full effect of rising costs, due to inflation, to the end
consumer and consequently generate lower earnings. Although exits and PE-backed IPOs remain low
relative to prior quarters, GPs are still expected to remain active and deploy capital as well as support
existing portfolio companies. Interest rate hikes and recession fears remain the key issues that the market
is monitoring and private equity firms are assessing the effects on deal activity and portfolio performance
in which certain sectors (e.g. consumer) will be impacted more. In addition, the Investment pace GPs
invested their funds is likely to slow down compared to 2021. The fund-raising market is strong, with major
mega-funds expected to continue to raise in 2022 (e.g Permira has just closed €16bn for its most recent
Flagship Buyout Fund). However, the fundraising period is expected to be longer to accommodate LPs.
In addition, GPs are indicating a shorter investment period to deploy capital. Asset valuations are likely
to be affected by rate hikes and investors are being cautious with Tech companies with limited cash and
are opting for more B2B and enterprise solution tech/software. PE firms have further increased their focus
on ESG and ways to embed it in their processes to drive value within their portfolio investments. In
addition, GPs are raising Impact-focused funds and this will be a key theme in the new investment cycle.
 
Overall, the private equity industry is experiencing the effects of the macro environment but is still in a
strong position to continue to perform and will capitalise on the adjustments in valuations to generate
returns.
 
Private Debt
Central banks turned more hawkish in the face of persistently high inflation. The Sterling Overnight Index
Average (SONIA), the overnight interest rate paid by banks in the UK, increased over the quarter from
0.7% to 1.2%. In the US, the Federal Reserve’s rate increases meant Secured Overnight Finance Rate
(SOFR), the overnight interest rate paid by banks in the US, increased over the quarter from 0.3% to 1.5%.
Corporate bond yields increased markedly over the quarter, a combination of increasing credit spreads
and increasing reference rates. Similarly, US high bond index spreads increased significantly over the
Quarter.
 
Given the expectation for economic headwinds (driven principally by inflation) managers are
anecdotally reporting a modest slow-down in deal activity by P.E sponsors as they adopt a ‘wait & see’
approach in light of an anticipated repricing of acquisition multiples. Given the sustained volume of dry
powder held by P.E. sponsors there is an expectation that deal flow should remain strong through 2022
(albeit with a compensatory uptick towards the end of the year).
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Market Summary – Head of Private Markets

 
Direct lenders with a focus on senior loans have responded to the inflationary environment with a
heighted focus on what they perceive to be relatively defensive sectors. These managers are reporting
modest increases in their agreed spreads with borrowers (new loan origination at rates of c.6%+ in excess
of underlying reference rates). Overall senior direct lenders remain confident (but cautious) that the loan
books they have assembled should remain resilient however they continue to exercise discipline in both
their underwriting and monitoring of loans.
 
Property
Despite rising inflation and interest rates, unlisted property markets are yet to see a pricing impact.
Industrial leasing remained buoyant in Q2, particularly for purpose-built warehouses, with lettings often
agreed ahead of building completion. While transaction levels in Industrial and Logistics were below
those witnessed in 2021, they reflected firm pricing and yield compression, particularly in the regions.
Demand for offices remained steady with availability falling, resulting in positive performance. Retail
performance was led by Retail Warehouses and consumer spending held up in Q2, as customers
returned to the high street. With consumer confidence now at a record low, it is unlikely this recovery will
continue.
 
A large UK transaction took place in the Alternatives space, with the sale of Oxford Technology Park to a
Life Sciences REIT. Secondary markets were less active in Q2, with the approach of the summer months.
While most trading activity within UK core funds reflected investors lightening positions, discounts to NAV
pricing pre-end of June remained minimal for most balanced funds.
 
Global real estate markets started to adjust to the higher interest rate regime, with yields and cap rates
moving in line; an upward shift of 25-50bps has been common in core products. New government policy
in Europe, especially towards ESG-compatible assets, has had further impact on pricing. Despite
significant capital expenditure, these assets now produce visible rental premiums.
 
Activity remains strong, with high interest sustained in the industrial sector. Retail and hotels, already
repriced, have seen a slight bounce-back. Offices, meanwhile, remain popular in APAC and Europe, but
have recorded all-time low investment activity in North America.
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Responsible Investment & Stewardship Review

COP26 - progress on key announcements
Key outcomes for the finance sector from COP26 included;
• Creation of the International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB).  The ISSB standard on climate will
build on – but eventually supersede – the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD)
• Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero will continue its work
• UK Government reiterated its commitment to the UK hosting the first Net Zero financial system, and
announced the publication of climate transition plans would be mandatory
 
All three announcements have been followed by consultations on new draft standards or a new
approach. Brunel has been active in participating in webinars, workshops and direct drafting of
responses, including those being developed by the IIGCC, UNPRI and A4S.
 
Key messages include;
• Ensure standards provide sufficient detail on what is expected without becoming excessively
prescriptive. For companies, this means more on capital expenditure, corporate lobbying and the Just
Transition. 
•  Include disclosures on the impacts companies have on the wider economy, rather than just looking at
ESG issues as they affect individual companies’ enterprise value.
• Include or increase guidance relating to physical and adaptation risks
 
Paris Alignment – setting Net Zero targets
The Paris Aligned Investment Initiative (PAII) was established in May 2019 by the Institutional Investors
Group on Climate Change (IIGCC). 118 investors representing $34 trillion in assets engaged in the
development of the Net Zero Investment Framework (NZIF) through the Paris Aligned Investment
Initiative.  PAII has published additional modules or consultations to add to the NZIF on private equity,
infrastructure, derivatives, and hedge funds.
 
Initial target disclosures for both asset owners and asset managers have been published by the PAII
(June 2022 update) and the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative (May 2022) respectively.
Paris Aligned Asset Owners: Initial Target Disclosures
(www.parisalignedinvestment.org/media/2022/07/PAAO-Disclosures-010722.pdf)
The Net Zero Asset Managers initiative report (www.netzeroassetmanagers.org/media/2022/07/NZAM-
Initial-Target-Disclosure-Report-May-2022.pdf)
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Responsible Investment & Stewardship Review

Social issues
Mental health: As part of a £5.8 trillion investor coalition led by CCLA Asset Management, Brunel wrote to
the chief executives of 100 of the UK’s listed companies urging them to make better mental health
disclosures. The letters asked companies to take “immediate and concerted steps” to develop and
implement effective management systems and processes on workplace mental health. Steps include
moves by the Board and senior management to promote mental health in the workplace and to publish
a commitment to workplace mental health in a policy statement, as well as the establishment of
governance and management processes to ensure the policy is implemented and monitored. For more
information on this investor coalition please see https://www.ccla.co.uk/mental-health
 
Real living wage: The Good Work Coalition (https://shareaction.org/investor-initiatives/good-work-
coalition) is a collaborative engagement initiative led by ShareAction. It currently has 39 members,
including LGIM, NEST, Aviva, Rathbone, Jupiter, Hermes, Newton and Brunel. Since 2020, the coalition has
been sending letters and meeting with companies to discuss the real living wage. In that time, the focus
has been on supermarkets but work has also been done on such companies as BP, Hargreaves
Lansdown and Royal Mail.
 
Nearly 10,000 employers have been accredited by the Living Wage Foundation, nearly half of whom
signed up since March 2020. Over half the companies in the FTSE 100 are accredited. Despite
improvements in other sectors, and ongoing engagement, no companies within the supermarket sector
are yet accredited.  The largest holding across the coalition was Sainsbury’s.  The coalition therefore
decided to escalate engagement by filing a shareholder resolution at Sainsbury’s.
 
Brunel has been involved in ongoing engagement with the supermarket following the filing of the living
wage shareholder resolution. This led to Sainsbury’s announcing an additional pay rise for their London
staff in April, which resulted in all directly employed staff earning the real living wage. An estimated
19,000 workers benefited as a result. Engagement continued to seek accreditation and coverage of
third-party contractors. However, Sainsbury’s was not supportive and so the resolution went to the AGM.
The resolution, the first of its kind in the UK, received 17% support.
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Summary of Pension Fund Performance

Period Fund Strategic BM Excess

3 Month -7.3% -6.1% -1.2%

Fiscal YTD -7.3% -6.1% -1.2%

1 Year -3.6% -0.2% -3.4%

3 Years 3.3% 4.1% -0.7%

5 Years 4.3% 5.0% -0.7%

10 Years 8.1% 8.2% -0.0%

Since Inception 8.2%

Performance of Fund Against Benchmark (Annualised Performance)

Key drivers of performance
 
Portfolio performance of note in the quarter:
 
• Global Sustainable Equities and Global High Alpha Equities both returned -10.3%, which was 1.9% and 1.3%, respectively, behind benchmark
• Diversifying Returns Fund trailed the cash +3% target by 3.9%, returning -3.0%
• UK Active Equities returned -5.6%, which was 1.1% behind benchmark
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Asset Allocation of Pension Fund

Asset Allocation Split
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Asset Allocation of Pension Fund

Allocation Against Strategic Benchmark
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Legacy Manager Performance

Annualised Return Risk (Standard Deviation) Benchmark Return Benchmark Standard Deviation

Aberdeen Standard 13.9% 16.7% 2.4% 15.8%

CBRE 7.4% 8.1% 6.4% 5.5%

Harbourvest 35.0% 22.3% 2.4% 15.8%

Hermes 5.1% 7.4% 10.0% 0.1%

IFM 11.9% 9.3% 10.0% 0.1%

Insight -2.6% 17.1% -2.3% 16.9%

Royal London -1.3% 8.6% -3.2% 9.2%

Schroders 3.5% 24.6% 6.9% 24.4%

Wellington 9.4% 12.5% 8.7% 14.5%

Dorset County Pension Fund 3.3% 10.3% 4.1% 8.9%

Legacy Manager Performance – 3 Year
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Brunel Portfolios Overview

Portfolio Benchmark AUM
(GBPm)

Perf.
3 Month

Excess
3 Month

Perf.
1 Year

Excess
1 Year

Perf.
3 Year

Excess
3 Year

Perf.
5 Year

Excess
5 Year

Perf.
SII*

Excess
SII*

Initial
Investment

Brunel Global High
Alpha Equity MSCI World TR Gross 241 -10.3% -1.3% -10.7% -8.6% 10.8% 1.8% 15 Nov 2019

Brunel Global
Sustainable Equities

MSCI AC World GBP
Index 316 -10.3% -1.9% -10.5% -6.8% -0.0% -4.4% 01 Dec 2020

Brunel UK Active Equity FTSE All Share ex
Investment Trusts 171 -5.6% -1.1% -2.6% -5.5% 0.4% -1.7% 2.9% -1.5% 21 Nov 2018

Brunel Emerging Market
Equity MSCI EM TR Gross 143 -4.9% -1.1% -19.5% -4.8% 0.6% -2.5% 09 Oct 2019

Brunel Smaller
Companies Equities

MSCI World Small
Cap 148 -12.3% -2.3% -15.5% -4.7% -7.0% -3.5% 03 Mar 2021

Brunel Diversifying
Returns Fund

SONIA +3%
Benchmark 236 -3.0% -3.9% -1.5% -4.7% 2.6% -0.6% 31 Jul 2020

Brunel Multi-Asset Credit SONIA + 4% 155 -8.6% -9.8% -10.1% -14.6% -9.2% -13.6% 01 Jun 2021

Passive Developed
Equities

FTSE World
Developed 94 -8.9% -0.0% -2.8% -0.1% 7.5% -0.1% 24 Jan 2020
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Brunel Portfolios Overview

Portfolio Benchmark AUM
(GBPm)

Perf.
3 Month

Excess
3 Month

Perf.
1 Year

Excess
1 Year

Perf.
3 Year

Excess
3 Year

Perf.
5 Year

Excess
5 Year

Perf.
SII*

Excess
SII*

Initial
Investment

Passive Developed
Equities (Hedged)

FTSE World
Developed Hedged 89 -14.3% -0.0% -11.5% -0.1% 5.5% -0.2% 31 Jan 2020

Passive UK Equities FTSE All Share 115 -5.0% 0.0% 1.8% 0.1% 2.5% 0.1% 1.9% 0.1% 11 Jul 2018

Passive Smart Beta SciBeta Multifactor
Composite 149 -4.8% 0.1% 3.0% 0.2% 7.3% -0.1% 7.8% -0.1% 25 Jul 2018

Passive Smart Beta
(Hedged)

SciBeta Multifactor
Hedged Composite 137 -10.4% -0.4% -6.3% -0.4% 5.9% -0.2% 5.7% -0.4% 25 Jul 2018
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity

Description

Provide global equity market
exposure together with excess
returns from accessing leading
managers.

High conviction, concentrated
portfolios with strong style/factor
biases invested in a
unconstrained manner.

Managed liquidity. Less exposure
to more illiquid assets.

High absolute risk with moderate
to high relative risk, around 5-6%
tracking error.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £3,578,953,404

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -10.3% -9.0% -1.3%

 Fiscal YTD -10.3% -9.0% -1.3%

 1 Year -10.7% -2.1% -8.6%

 3 Years

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 11.7% 9.9% 1.8%

Performance to Quarter End

Global developed equities (as proxied by the MSCI World index) fell significantly over the quarter, returning -9% in GBP terms. Concerns about rising inflation
continued. As central bank action to address inflation became more apparent, fears about the negative impact of rising interest rates on future economic
growth came to the fore.
 
Performance was weak across most sectors except for Energy. Some of the worst-performing sectors (Consumer Discretionary, Information Technology and
Communications Services) were impacted  by concerns about consumption, whilst those less harmed by rising fuel prices and slowing growth sufferd more
muted falls (e.g. Consumer Staples, Health and Utilities).  
 
Another theme was the somewhat indiscriminate nature of falls in company value. There were multiple examples where company valuations were hit
despite that company reporting robust operational performance, in line with expectations. An environment where company fundamentals are not the main
driver of equity market returns is challenging, given the fundamental approaches taken by the underlying managers on the portfolio.
 

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity

The portfolio returned -10.2% over the quarter, underperforming the benchmark by 1.2%.
• Sector attribution analysis showed sector allocation as the main driver of relative performance whilst the impact of stock selection was broadly neutral. In
a repeat of the previous quarter, the portfolio’s largest active sector positions both worked against the portfolio. Energy was the largest underweight in the
portfolio and was the best-performing sector, whilst Consumer Discretionary was the worst-performing sector and the largest sector overweight. Sector
positioning is a result of stock selection by managers and largely an outcome of the ESG integration and Growth/Quality styles tilt of the portfolio.
• Although more muted than the previous quarter’s extremes, it was no surprise that performance amongst the underlying managers again varied
considerably, grouped according to their investment style. Those managers with a value focus generated a small outperformance. Harris in particular
performed strongly in the first couple of months but then largely gave up those gains in June as recessionary fears rose. Both Growth managers
underperformed again. However, in a reversal of last quarter, Fiera outperformed as its focus on Quality proved to have defensive characteristics favoured
by the market.
 
Despite recent underperformance, from inception to quarter-end the portfolio had outperformed the benchmark by 2.3% per annum, in line with the
performance target.
 
During the quarter, a small change was made to the underlying manager allocations. The revised target allocation reflected a change in conviction levels
in managers, most notably an increase in conviction in RLAM. The change also reduced the size of the active tilt towards Growth and away from Value
within the the portfolio, whilst maintaining the majority of risk and positioning characteristics.
 
There were three client trades during the quarter resulting in a net inflow of c.£608m. These included two large subscriptions, which were used to align
underlying manager allocations to the new target allocations. This trading exercise was managed by Macquarie.
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

MICROSOFT CORP 189,967,982

ALPHABET INC-CL A 124,357,961

AMAZON.COM INC 111,402,183

MASTERCARD INC - A 91,787,277

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC 70,286,425

NESTLE SA-REG 68,303,548

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR-SP ADR 57,927,283

MOODY'S CORP 55,384,843

ASML HOLDING NV 47,352,371

AUTOZONE INC 47,079,520

HDFC BANK LTD-ADR 45,094,426

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 44,192,919

RELIANCE STEEL & ALUMINUM 44,082,500

SCHWAB (CHARLES) CORP 43,639,058

PROGRESSIVE CORP 42,993,731

TJX COMPANIES INC 42,208,534

META PLATFORMS INC-CLASS A 39,982,944

NIKE INC -CL B 39,926,468

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 39,108,979

SUNCOR ENERGY INC 37,866,516

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity – Responsible Investment
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities

Description

To provide exposure to global
sustainable equities markets,
including excess returns from
manager skill and ESG
considerations.
Actively managed, diversified by
sector and geography.
Consideration for a companies
Environmental & Social
sustainability.

Managed Liquidity.

High, representing an equity
portfolio.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £3,050,086,508

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -10.3% -8.4% -1.9%

 Fiscal YTD -10.3% -8.4% -1.9%

 1 Year -10.5% -3.7% -6.8%

 3 Years

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 2.5% 8.2% -5.7%

Performance to Quarter End

As we discussed in the listed markets commentary, the global economic backdrop can be characterised by rising inflation, recessionary fears and
 monetary tightening by the central banks. Increasing interest rates had a negative effect on market sentiment as the present value of future cash flows
were reduced due to the increasing discount rate. This has a disproportional effect on the Growth style relative to the Value style, as Growth companies
have a greater proportion of their cash flows in the future. There were also a number of fundamental factors to consider: the constraint on Oil and Gas
supplies continued through Q2. Whilst constraints were not as pronounced as during Q1, the sector nevertheless continued to see increasing profits and
investment momentum (+3% in Q2). In aggregate, the Sustainable Equities portfolio has a natural bias away from deep Value companies as well as an
underexposure to the Oil & Gas sectors.
 
Global equities (as proxied by the MSCI All Countries World Index) returned -8.4% this quarter. The Sustainable Equity fund returned -10.3%, underperforming
the benchmark by 1.9% (MSCI All Countries World Index).
 
• Much of the quarter’s underperformance (-1.1%) could be attributed to positions in the Health Care sector. If we think about the health care sector itself, it

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities

can be split into quite broad sub-categories. The pharmaceuticals sub sector (7% Q2 return) has traditionally been linked to defensive equity, but other sub
sectors include Life Sciences (-7%) and Health Care Equipment (-12%), which are more exposed to future development and research. Whilst the fund does
have a degree of exposure to some pharmaceutical companies, such as Eli Lily, it is underweight the larger names, such as Johnson & Johnson, and
underweight the sub-sector overall. The fund is, however, overweight those sectors that are more aligned to future sustainability, such as Life Sciences, which
incorporate innovative technology companies such as Illumina.
 
• If we split the attribution by country, the majority of the underperformance is due to the overweight positioning to the US, and notably the underweight
position in China, as noted in the listed markets commentary. China returned +12% over the quarter as Covid restrictions eased, while its central bank was
contrarian to the rest of world in lowering interest rates. The fund has greater exposure to Growth companies in the US, rather than Value companies. Using
dividend yield as a proxy for Value, the top Value quintile in the US returned 4.1% whilst the top Growth quintile returned -20.9%
 
• Two of the five managers outperformed the index over the quarter: Jupiter and Nordea. Nordea is a thematic manager that has an emphasis on solution-
based businesses and has greater exposure to sectors such as Utilities, which performed well. Jupiter is a risk-aware broad sustainable manager, which was
seeded in February 2022 and has provided relative defensiveness when measured against other sustainable managers. Mirova and RBC are also Broad
Sustainable managers. they narrowly underperformed the benchmark, returning 8.5% and 9.2% respectively. Ownership, however, is a high conviction
Growth manager ,and returned -16.6% over the quarter.
 
• In terms of positioning going forward, all managers integrate the quality of the business into their analysis, rather than just sustainability. The fund has
overweight exposure to low-leverage businesses, which have strong margins and have been able to demonstrate consistent and attractive return on equity
(ROE) historically. Over the longer term, these characteristics should theoretically offer some relative protection from increasing inflationary costs and
decreasing economic activity, as well as any costs associated with debt restructuring in a higher interest rate environment. A general trend in the first half of
2022 was that highly leveraged companies (high D/E) outperformed lower leveraged companies: -9% for the top leveraged decile vs vs -20% for the lowest
leveraged decile. The MSCI quality factor returned -10.5% over the quarter, a factor that the fund has positive exposure to.     
 
• The Sustainalytics and TruValue Labs scores for the fund remain superior to that of the MSCI ACWI benchmark and we continued to see a carbon intensity
and extractive exposure reduction in comparison to the benchmark.
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

MASTERCARD INC - A 83,688,403

MICROSOFT CORP 74,436,733

DANAHER CORP 59,326,572

ADYEN NV 58,597,461

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC 54,692,668

INTUIT INC 52,903,344

ANSYS INC 52,172,965

MARKETAXESS HOLDINGS INC 50,326,554

EDWARDS LIFESCIENCES CORP 49,555,632

AIA GROUP LTD 48,398,354

TRADEWEB MARKETS INC-CLASS A 46,799,153

ALPHABET INC-CL A 45,857,455

SYNOPSYS INC 42,796,265

ROCHE HOLDING AG-GENUSSCHEIN 42,507,663

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR-SP ADR 40,651,979

PEPSICO INC 40,261,021

RESMED INC 39,243,335

REPUBLIC SERVICES INC 38,506,975

ECOLAB INC 38,246,781

TYLER TECHNOLOGIES INC 38,167,940

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities – Responsible Investment
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Brunel UK Active Equity

Description

Provide exposure to UK Equities,
together with enhanced returns
from manager skill.

Skilled managers will create
opportunities to add long term
value through stock selection and
portfolio construction.

Managed level of liquidity. Less
exposure to more illiquid assets.

High absolute risk with moderate
relative risk, around 4% tracking
error.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £1,304,080,671

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -5.7% -4.6% -1.1%

 Fiscal YTD -5.7% -4.6% -1.1%

 1 Year -2.6% 2.9% -5.5%

 3 Years 0.4% 2.3% -1.8%

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 2.7% 4.3% -1.6%

Performance to Quarter End

The FTSE All-Share Index excluding Investment Trusts returned -4.6% over the quarter. UK equities outperformed developed global equities which, measured
by the MSCI World Index, returned -9.0%. This was in part due to the sector make-up of each market. The Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors
were the weakest performing from a global perspective and each accounts for a larger proportion of the global market. However, the Energy sector, which
was a strong performer in the quarter, accounts for a larger portion of the UK index.  Smaller companies tended to suffer relative to larger companies over
the quarter, evidenced by the FTSE 250 Ex IT significantly underperforming the FTSE 100 Ex IT and FTSE All-Share Ex-IT, both of which have less of a small-cap
bias.
 
Over the quarter, the portfolio returned -5.6%, underperforming the index by 1.0%. Attribution analysis shows this was driven by stock selection effects, with
allocation effects having negligible net contributions to relative returns.
 
• The Health Care, Energy and Consumer Staples sectors were the only positive performers in absolute terms in Q2. The portfolio’s underweight allocation to
Energy and overweight allocation to Industrials contributed negatively, but this was offset by positive allocation effects from the Materials and Real Estate

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel UK Active Equity

sectors, where the portfolio is underweight; both sectors were poor performers over the quarter.
 
• For the second consecutive quarter, stock selection in the Financials sector made the largest negative contribution to relative performance. An
underweight to HSBC and overweights to St. James‘s Place and IntegraFin Holdings were particularly harmful. Stock selection in the Health Care sector was
another significant detractor.
 
• The portfolio’s tilt towards smaller companies made a negative contribution to relative performance.
 
At the manager level, Invesco outperformed the index by 2.1%, whilst Baillie Gifford underperformed by 6.1%.
• The Value and Momentum factors were the dominating drivers of performance for Invesco, while Quality was flat. Whilst not specifically targeted as a
factor, Volatility also provided some positive relative performance.
 
• Over the quarter, Baillie Gifford maintained its expected tilts towards Growth stocks and towards smaller companies - tilts that contributed to its
underperformance. A large overweight to the Industrials sector further detracted. The poor performance of Growth companies favoured by Baillie Gifford
over the quarter resulted in negative stock selection in every sector other than Consumer Discretionary and Real Estate.
 
From inception to end-Q2, the portfolio returned 2.9% on an annualised basis, while the benchmark returned 4.3% over the same period.
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Brunel UK Active Equity – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

ASTRAZENECA PLC 78,719,927

UNILEVER PLC 56,979,736

SHELL PLC 53,815,295

GSK PLC 46,747,467

DIAGEO PLC 43,239,281

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO PLC 41,251,525

BP PLC 39,448,717

RIO TINTO PLC 38,606,140

LEGAL & GENERAL GROUP PLC 35,166,465

BUNZL PLC 31,762,475

HSBC HOLDINGS PLC 31,484,549

RELX PLC 31,114,605

GLENCORE PLC 29,593,362

VODAFONE GROUP PLC 26,333,633

STANDARD CHARTERED PLC 24,282,025

ST JAMES'S PLACE PLC 21,077,006

IMPERIAL BRANDS PLC 19,980,668

BAILLIE GIFFORD BR SM-C-ACC 19,306,778

BARCLAYS PLC 19,022,205

LLOYDS BANKING GROUP PLC 17,507,006

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Brunel UK Active Equity – Responsible Investment
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Brunel Emerging Market Equity

Description

Provide exposure to emerging
market equities, targeting excess
returns and enhanced risk control
from leading managers.

A geographically diverse
portfolio, typically expected to
achieve higher long-term growth
rates than developed economies.

Managed liquidity. Less exposure
to more illiquid assets

High absolute risk with moderate
to high relative risk, around 5%
tracking error.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £1,071,259,885

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -5.0% -3.9% -1.1%

 Fiscal YTD -5.0% -3.9% -1.1%

 1 Year -19.5% -14.7% -4.9%

 3 Years

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception -0.4% 2.0% -2.4%

Performance to Quarter End

The equity markets over the quarter were dominated by rising inflation, tightening fiscal policy in a large number of global markets, the conflict in Ukraine,
and fears of a global recession. The MSCI World Index experienced its third-worst quarterly fall in a decade: 9% in GBP terms. The MSCI Emerging Markets
Index was relatively protected, falling by 3.9%. A significant contributor to this protection was China, which gained 12% over the quarter, while the MSCI
Emerging Markets ex China Index fell 11%. This was the first quarter since Q3 2020 where China outperformed the rest of the emerging markets, which was
attributable to the easing of lockdowns in China. While the easing of lockdowns benefitted domestic equities, the same effect was not apparent in other
emerging markets. However, the outlook for China is now tempered by Beijing‘s continuing intention to operate a zero-Covid strategy, and by the
continuing possibility that American Depositary Receipts may be delisted.
 
During the quarter, the US Federal Reserve enacted a 75-basis point rate rise, the highest for 28 years. Similar rate rises were seen in a number of emerging
markets, including Chile, Mexico and Poland, harming Growth and Technology stocks specifically, and investor sentiment in equities more broadly. This sell-
off of Technology stocks combined with geopolitical tensions across the Taiwan Strait to cause Taiwan’s leading index to fall 13%.
 

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel Emerging Market Equity

The ongoing conflict in Ukraine continued to put pressure on supply chains. Energy prices remained high as EU leaders moved to ban most Russian oil
imports, and prices of agricultural products were pushed higher. Due to fears of a recession, commodity-producing emerging market countries saw some
large falls over the quarter, with South Africa and Brazil falling 16% and 18% respectively.
 
Consequently, the two worst-performing sectors over the quarter were Information Technology and Materials, with each falling 14%. The only significant
outperforming sector was Consumer Discretionary, which gained 15%, primarily driven by domestic activity in China.
The fund returned -4.9% over the quarter, 107 basis points (bps) behind the benchmark. The largest driver of the fall was stock selection in the Consumer
Discretionary sector. While the fund had a small overweight to Consumer Discretionary, and positive absolute performance in the sector, underweight
positions in certain Chinese Consumer Discretionary stocks resulted in the fund lagging the benchmark in the sector. Another significant detractor was the
Information Technology sector, which was primarily driven by overweight positions in Taiwanese Information Technology stocks - these suffered particularly
large falls over the quarter.
 
The managers had quite similar experiences over the quarter, each of them underperforming the benchmark. Genesis underperformed by 61bps,
NinetyOne by 245bps and Wellington by 11bps.
 
• The largest contributor to Genesis underperformance was an overweight position in Brazilian Health Care stock Hapvida, which fell 55%. Holdings in
innovative and high-tech Chinese Healthcare stocks also experienced falls over the period.
 
• Approximately half of the underperformance of NinetyOne was driven by the Chinese Consumer Discretionary sector. These falls reflected a mixture of
allocation effects from an underweight to the sector as a whole, and some selection effect from holding stocks which failed to beat benchmark
performance. The next most significant detractors were overweight allocations to the India and Taiwanese Information Technology sectors and an
underweight to the relatively well-performing Chinese Information Technology sector.
 
• While, like the other managers, the Consumer Discretionary sector in China was a detractor, Wellington’s close-to-benchmark allocation and overweight
position in China Tourism Group Duty Free Corporation resulted in the overall effect of this theme being quite minor. For Wellington, the largest detractors
were the Taiwanese and Japanese Information Technology sectors, where Wellington was overweight at the sector level, and invested in particularly hard-
hit stocks such as ASPEED, TSMC, Parade Technologies and GlobalWafers.
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Brunel Emerging Market Equity – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFAC 77,902,846

TENCENT HOLDINGS LTD 46,666,248

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 30,870,106

AIA GROUP LTD 28,995,942

ALIBABA GROUP HOLDING LTD 21,836,689

NETEASE INC 15,782,595

BID CORP LTD 13,651,034

INFOSYS LTD-SP ADR 13,180,026

INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUS-A 12,995,344

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD 11,831,480

MEDIATEK INC 11,424,790

BANK CENTRAL ASIA TBK PT 11,065,493

MEITUAN-CLASS B 10,042,903

WULIANGYE YIBIN CO LTD-A 9,958,268

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS-PREF 9,756,050

CHINA LONGYUAN POWER GROUP-H 9,714,830

CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK-H 9,688,760

WALMART DE MEXICO SAB DE CV 9,572,290

CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHN-A 9,543,500

HDFC BANK LTD-ADR 9,019,117

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Brunel Smaller Companies Equities

Description

To provide exposure to global
small capitalisation company
equities together with excess
returns from manager skill.

Actively managed, diversified by
geography. Small capitalisation
companies will be as defined by
the relevant index provider.

Managed liquidity. Traditionally
lower than broader market.

High to very high absolute risk with
moderate to high relative risk,
around 5%.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £752,908,656

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -12.3% -10.1% -2.3%

 Fiscal YTD -12.3% -10.1% -2.3%

 1 Year -15.6% -10.9% -4.7%

 3 Years

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 5.5% 9.5% -4.0%

Performance to Quarter End

Inflation, interest rates and geopolitical risks dominated the market narrative at the beginning of the quarter but, as we progressed through May and into
June, this gave way to wider concerns around the durability of growth and the likelihood of recession. Confronted by these multiple interacting factors, the
Global Small Cap universe continued to exhibit heightened volatility, but the effects of style became more mixed. Growth continued to be punished during
the quarter to early May but, as the period progressed, sectors such as Energy and Materials began to underperform, whilst more defensive sectors such as
Utilities and Consumer Staples began to outperform. This left Materials as the worst performing sector over the period.
 
The Global Small Cap Equity Portfolio returned -12.2% over the quarter, underperforming the benchmark (MSCI World Small Cap Index) by 2.1%.
 
• Risk analytics indicate that high quality stocks remained those most susceptible to negative market forces at the beginning of the quarter. High quality
stocks were, however, more resilient through June, though the exposure to this factor in the portfolio was a negative contributor over the period as a whole.
 
• Attribution analysis indicates that a significant portion of negative performance can be attributed to sector allocation, with an overweight to the

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel Smaller Companies Equities

Technology sector and an underweight to Energy, Utilities and Consumer Staples providing a headwind to portfolio performance. These effects were
compounded by negative currency allocation, with an underweight to the US and a subsequent underexposure to the US dollar also hurting performance,
as the dollar strengthened from the sharp rise in US interest rate expectations.
 
In terms of individual managers, performance was once again mixed:
 
• Kempen returned -7.9% over the quarter in absolute terms, outperforming the benchmark by 2.2%. Whilst Kempen’s preference for quality placed it at a
disadvantage relative to some peers, its valuation focus was a significant benefit over the quarter when compared to the broader small cap peer group.
 Kempen’s selection in the Materials, Energy and Healthcare were significant positive contributors to performance.
 
• Montanaro had the most difficult quarter of all the managers, returning -15.2% in absolute terms, and so underperforming the benchmark by -5.1%.
Montanaro’s quality growth style continued to prove a headwind in the market environment. Montanaro was affected by allocation factors on a sector
basis, with an overweight to Technology and underweight to Consumer Staples detracting. Selection within Financials and Consumer Discretionary sectors
also detracted over the quarter.
 
• American Century achieved performance of -13.6% over the period, underperforming the benchmark by 3.5%. Selection in the Health Care, Real Estate
and Industrials sectors was the primary detractor from American Century’s performance, as its Growth style was out of favor with the market.
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Brunel Smaller Companies Equities – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

ASR NEDERLAND NV 10,066,165

WINTRUST FINANCIAL CORP 9,985,359

FUJITEC CO LTD 9,335,503

ICON PLC 8,916,091

CSW INDUSTRIALS INC 8,025,094

SOLAREDGE TECHNOLOGIES INC 7,862,891

FORTNOX AB 7,798,569

BRUNSWICK CORP 7,715,599

HASEKO CORP 7,389,648

JABIL INC 7,283,586

DENA CO LTD 7,238,528

PRO MEDICUS LTD 7,220,990

FIRST SOLAR INC 7,051,619

SOFTWARE AG 6,985,326

MUELLER WATER PRODUCTS INC-A 6,934,857

THERMON GROUP HOLDINGS INC 6,636,599

STRATEGIC EDUCATION INC 6,596,404

HOULIHAN LOKEY INC 6,480,744

PAYLOCITY HOLDING CORP 6,442,025

ULVAC INC 6,418,650

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Brunel Diversifying Returns Fund

Description

Provide exposure to a range of
alternative return drivers and a
degree of downside protection
from equity risk.

Actively managed to achieve
growth at moderate absolute risk,
diversified between asset classes
and by geography.

Managed Liquidity.

Moderate absolute risk against
cash.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £1,712,586,713

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -3.0% 0.9% -3.9%

 Fiscal YTD -3.0% 0.9% -3.9%

 1 Year -1.5% 3.4% -4.9%

 3 Years

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 2.6% 3.3% -0.7%

Performance to Quarter End

The Diversifying Returns Fund returned -3.0% over the second quarter of 2022. The benchmark return was 0.9%. The portfolio returned -1.5% for the year
ending 30 June 2022, underperforming the benchmark, which returned 3.4%. The fund has fared better than a sterling-hedged 50/50 equity/bond index,
which returned -11.3% over the quarter and -14.7% over the year.
 
During the quarter, the portfolio was restructured to remove the allocation to William Blair, who closed the fund held in the DRF portfolio.
 
• JPM returned 4.9% for the quarter. The largest positive contributions to return again came from the equity Value and fixed income trend signals. Equity
trend, Quality and relative Value Momentum signals also delivered positive performance. Fixed income carry and credit carry were the biggest detractors
from performance.
 
• Lombard Odier was down 3.3% over the quarter. All beta exposures performed negatively but carry and trend signals made a positive contribution to
returns. The largest negative contributions to return came from sovereign bonds and developed market equities.  

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel Diversifying Returns Fund

 
• UBS returned -13.7% in Q2. The largest contributor to negative performance was the short position in USD, as the Federal Reserve indicated a willingness to
aggressively raise interest rates. The long JPY position also made a large negative contribution, with Japanese inflation lagging the US & Europe, and the
Japanese central bank re-iterating its intention to maintain accommodative monetary policy. The largest positive contribution to returns came from a short
position in NZD, while long Latam exposures were mixed. COP, MXN and BRL appreciated but CLP fell in value.
 
• William Blair recorded a return of -5.3% for the second quarter though it should be noted that, as the fund was closed prior to the end of the quarter, this
did not represent a full quarter’s performance. The negative performance of equities and fixed income both detracted from William Blair’s returns.
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Brunel Diversifying Returns Fund – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

LO FUNDS ALL ROADS LO FDS ALL ROADS X1SHGBPIA 865,967,833

JPM DIVERSIFIED RISK -X GBP 558,800,664

UBS CURR ALLO RET STR-GBPUBA 287,350,357

Top 20 Holdings
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Brunel Multi-Asset Credit

Description

To gain exposure to a diversified
portfolio of enhanced credit
opportunities with modest
exposure to interest rate risk.

Exposure to specialised, higher
yielding bond sectors which
provide diversified credit driven
returns.

Managed liquidity

Moderate absolute and relative
risk with high relative risk vs cash.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £2,352,940,113

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -8.6% 1.2% -9.8%

 Fiscal YTD -8.6% 1.2% -9.8%

 1 Year

 3 Years

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception -10.1% 4.3% -14.5%

Performance to Quarter End

The portfolio returned -8.59% on a net-of-fees basis, whereas the SONIA +4% primary benchmark returned +1.2%. The outcome was to be expected, given
the inhospitable environment for credit prices. The secondary benchmark, a 50-50 split of the Bloomberg Global High Yield and S&P/LSTA US Leveraged Loan
100 indices, returned -8.23% over the same period, close to the portfolio return.
 
Credit registered one its worst quarterly returns in recent years. A perfect storm of rising interest rates and increased recession risk caused yields and spreads
to rise simultaneously, impacting the entire credit spectrum. No areas within credit were immune from these movements, resulting in widespread falls in bond
prices. Rising interest rates were a direct consequence of central bank activity across the globe.
 
US yields had another volatile quarter, ultimately rising once again because of runaway inflation and subsequent central bank tightening. The US 10-year
benchmark bond ended the period at 2.98%, an increase of 66 basis points. This was as high as 3.4% in June; however, yields quickly pulled back as investors
became concerned about a global recession. The curve remained very flat over the quarter, with 2-year, 5-year and 10-year yields trading in close
proximity. The curve remains partially inverted, with the 5-year yielding slightly more than the 10-year. The 10-2 Year Treasury Yield Spread  ended the period

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Brunel Multi-Asset Credit

at zero, having widened to over 40 basis points during the quarter. The United Kingdom also saw large increases in government yields, with the 10-year
benchmark bond rising to 2.31% at the end of the quarter, significantly higher than the March 2022 yield of 1.63%. The UK yield curve is not as flat as the US,
with the 10-2 Year Treasury Yield Spread at 39 basis points at quarter-end, an increase of 12 basis points over the period.
 
Spreads widened in every asset class over the quarter, as a direct result of slowing growth and recession fears. High yield corporate spreads – proxied by
Bloomberg Global High Yield Index – almost doubled to 618 basis points (from 374 basis points). Hard currency emerging market corporates, proxied by
Bloomberg EM USD Corporates, rose by almost 100 basis points to 462 basis points at quarter-end.
 
Floating rate assets were once again the best place to be from an asset class perspective within sub-investment grade credit. The lower duration element
protected investors from rate-driven capital losses. Bank loans, a floating rate asset approximated by the S&P/LSTA US Leveraged Loan 100 Index, fell by
5.43% in GBP hedged terms. The asset class still fell due to recession fears, which caused spreads to rise. Whilst disappointing, this was comfortably ahead of
fixed rate assets like high yield bonds. The Bloomberg Global High Yield Index fell over 11% in GBP-hedged terms over the same period. Specialist asset
classes such as convertible bonds and contingent capital fell in line with fixed rate credits and offered limited return protection given the environment. The
Thomson Reuters Global Convertible Index fell 12% in local terms, whilst ICE BoA Contingent Capital fell almost 9% over the same period.
 
Results were once again mixed at manager level. Neuberger Berman - which represents 60% of the portfolio – fell by 9.2%, driven by a higher weighting to
fixed rate bonds, which was over 60% heading into Q2 2022. Oaktree and CQS –each representing  20% of the portfolio - performed relatively better, both
returning -7.8%. The primary driver for the better performance across these managers was twofold – (1) No exposure to investment grade bonds, which fell
significantly due to higher duration, and (2) Much lower fixed rate exposures - less than 40% for both.
 
Since-inception portfolio return is now -10.2% on a net-of-fees basis, which is behind the primary benchmark return of +4.3% over the same period. Whilst
disappointing in absolute terms, the portfolio remained ahead of the secondary credit-focussed benchmark comprised of loans and high yield. The
secondary benchmark returned -10.5% from portfolio launch to quarter-end, 35 basis points behind the portfolio.
 
Managers have been increasing the level of quality in their portfolios, given that defaults are expected to rise in a recession environment. Managers feel
cautiously optimistic about prospects, as they believe current portfolio yields – almost 10% on a yield-to-worst basis with a duration of around 2 years – more
than compensate investors for default risk. However, managers remain cautious in the near term and expect more mark-to-market volatility, given the
unknowns surrounding global growth and inflation in the months to come.
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Brunel Multi-Asset Credit – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

NEUBERGER BERMAN BRUNEL MULTI NEUER BEN BREL MU
AD I2AGBPA 1,480,711,399

CQS GLOBAL FUNDS MUTUAL FUND 502,087,221

OAKTREE (LUX) III SA SICAV MUTUAL FUND 497,052,233

Top 20 Holdings
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Passive Developed Equities

Description

Provide exposure to FTSE
Developed World using a low cost
highly liquid approach.

Geographically diversified range
of equities.

High

High absolute risk with very low
tracking error.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £844,989,728

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -8.9% -8.9% 0.0%

 Fiscal YTD -8.9% -8.9% 0.0%

 1 Year -2.8% -2.7% 0.0%

 3 Years 9.0% 9.0% 0.0%

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 8.5% 8.5% 0.0%

Performance to Quarter End

• Passive Developed Equities returned -8.9% in the second quarter of 2022 and -2.8% over the year to end-Q2. The fund closely replicated the FTSE
Developed World Index.
 
• The unhedged fund outperformed the hedged product, which returned -14.3% over the quarter, as GBP decreased in value relative to several other
currencies, notably the US dollar.
 
• The Consumer Staples and Energy sectors were the best performing over the quarter while the Technology sector, which accounts for the largest portion
of the index, made the biggest negative contribution to returns.
 
• The worst performing developed markets region was North America. Japan was the best performing region but still recorded negative returns.

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Passive Developed Equities (Hedged)

Description

Provide exposure to FTSE
Developed World using a low cost
highly liquid approach.

Geographically diversified range
of equities.

High

High absolute risk with very low
tracking error.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £619,739,997

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -14.3% -14.3% 0.0%

 Fiscal YTD -14.3% -14.3% 0.0%

 1 Year -11.5% -11.4% -0.1%

 3 Years 7.4% 7.5% -0.1%

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 6.2% 6.3% -0.1%

Performance to Quarter End

• Passive Developed Equities returned -8.9% in the second quarter of 2022 and -2.8% over the year to end-Q2. The fund closely replicated the FTSE
Developed World Index.
 
• The unhedged fund outperformed the hedged product, which returned -14.3% over the quarter, as GBP decreased in value relative to several other
currencies, notably the US dollar.
 
• The Consumer Staples and Energy sectors were the best performing over the quarter while the Technology sector, which accounts for the largest portion
of the index, made the biggest negative contribution to returns.
 
• The worst performing developed markets region was North America. Japan was the best performing region but still recorded negative returns.

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Passive Developed Equities – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

APPLE INC 58,415,003

MICROSOFT CORP 53,777,805

AMAZON.COM INC 26,378,266

ALPHABET INC-CL A 18,231,250

ALPHABET INC-CL C 16,828,903

TESLA INC 15,953,737

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC 13,415,536

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 13,048,008

META PLATFORMS INC-CLASS A 10,290,531

NVIDIA CORP 10,238,904

EXXON MOBIL CORP 9,967,016

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY INC-CL B 9,603,764

PROCTER & GAMBLE CO/THE 9,594,893

JPMORGAN CHASE & CO 9,160,495

VISA INC-CLASS A SHARES 9,070,966

NESTLE SA-REG 8,889,395

PFIZER INC 8,272,761

CHEVRON CORP 7,934,426

HOME DEPOT INC 7,916,764

ELI LILLY & CO 7,632,852

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Passive Developed Equities – Responsible Investment
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Passive UK Equities

Description

Provide exposure to FTSE All Share
using a low cost highly liquid
approach.

Invest passively in securities
underlying the FTSE All Share.
Provide long term growth

High

High absolute risk with very low
tracking error.

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £115,370,595

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -5.0% -5.0% 0.0%

 Fiscal YTD -5.0% -5.0% 0.0%

 1 Year 1.8% 1.6% 0.1%

 3 Years 2.5% 2.4% 0.1%

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 1.9% 1.8% 0.1%

Performance to Quarter End

• Passive UK Equities returned -5.0% and 1.8% over a one-year period to end-Q2. The fund performed in line with the FTSE All-Share Index.
 
• The UK market outperformed the FTSE Developed World Index, which returned -8.9% over the quarter. A large part of the performance differential could
be attributed to the FTSE All-Share Index having lower weights in the Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors, which were the weakest performing
sectors in the global market.
 
• The largest contributions to returns for the Passive UK Equities portfolio came from the Health Care and Consumer Staples sectors, which are traditionally
more resilient in the face of economic contraction.

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Passive UK Equities – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

ASTRAZENECA PLC 8,355,471

SHELL PLC 8,012,756

HSBC HOLDINGS PLC 5,403,558

UNILEVER PLC 4,723,092

GSK PLC 4,418,324

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO PLC 3,984,033

DIAGEO PLC 3,980,447

BP PLC 3,709,838

GLENCORE PLC 2,907,940

RIO TINTO PLC 2,671,167

RELX PLC 2,062,916

RECKITT BENCKISER GROUP PLC 1,958,093

NATIONAL GRID PLC 1,914,868

VODAFONE GROUP PLC 1,786,872

ANGLO AMERICAN PLC 1,769,843

COMPASS GROUP PLC 1,496,172

LLOYDS BANKING GROUP PLC 1,469,677

LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE GROUP 1,395,192

PRUDENTIAL PLC 1,393,730

BAE SYSTEMS PLC 1,307,836

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Passive UK Equities – Responsible Investment
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Passive Smart Beta

Description

Exposure to equity markets and a
combination of smart beta factors
to outperform market cap indices.

Invest passively in equities via
alternative indices.

High

Absolute: High Relative: V.Low

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £148,523,611

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -4.8% -4.9% 0.1%

 Fiscal YTD -4.8% -4.9% 0.1%

 1 Year 3.0% 2.8% 0.2%

 3 Years 7.3% 7.4% -0.1%

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 7.8% 7.9% -0.1%

Performance to Quarter End

• In the second quarter of 2022, Passive Smart Beta Equities returned -4.8%, outperforming the MSCI World Index, which returned -9.0%.

• The fund tracked the Scientific Beta Index in line with expectations.

• The unhedged fund outperformed the hedged version, which returned -10.4% over the quarter, as pound sterling decreased in value relative to several
other currencies, particularly the US dollar.

• All factors targeted by the strategy made a positive contribution to returns relative to the market capitalisation index.

• Positive stock selection in the Consumer Discretionary sector made the largest positive contribution to relative returns against the market cap index. A
large underweight to the Technology sector also contributed positively.

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Passive Smart Beta (Hedged)

Description

Exposure to equity markets and a
combination of smart beta factors
to outperform market cap indices.

Invest passively in equities via
alternative indices.

High

Absolute: High Relative: V.Low

Overview

 Portfolio
 Objective:

 Liquidity:

Investment
Strategy & Key
Drivers:

Risk/Volatility:

Total Fund
Value: £137,181,072

Ann. Performance Fund BM Excess

 3 Month -10.4% -10.0% -0.4%

 Fiscal YTD -10.4% -10.0% -0.4%

 1 Year -6.3% -6.0% -0.4%

 3 Years 5.9% 6.1% -0.2%

 5 Years

 10 Years

 Since Inception 5.7% 6.1% -0.4%

Performance to Quarter End

• In the second quarter of 2022, Passive Smart Beta Equities returned -4.8%, outperforming the MSCI World Index, which returned -9.0%.

• The fund tracked the Scientific Beta Index in line with expectations.

• The unhedged fund outperformed the hedged version, which returned -10.4% over the quarter, as pound sterling decreased in value relative to several
other currencies, particularly the US dollar.

• All factors targeted by the strategy made a positive contribution to returns relative to the market capitalisation index.

• Positive stock selection in the Consumer Discretionary sector made the largest positive contribution to relative returns against the market cap index. A
large underweight to the Technology sector also contributed positively.

* Partial returns shown in first quarter
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Passive Smart Beta – Region & Sector Exposure

Mkt. Val.(GBP)

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 2,141,723

BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB CO 1,927,443

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC 1,720,799

WALMART INC 1,693,578

CISCO SYSTEMS INC 1,636,104

ALLSTATE CORP 1,636,009

PFIZER INC 1,634,167

COGNIZANT TECH SOLUTIONS-A 1,632,953

COMCAST CORP-CLASS A 1,606,995

SOUTHERN CO/THE 1,584,310

DUKE ENERGY CORP 1,580,803

AT&T INC 1,539,823

T-MOBILE US INC 1,513,391

SYNOPSYS INC 1,510,287

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 1,498,358

MERCK & CO. INC. 1,491,723

GILEAD SCIENCES INC 1,489,061

CONSOLIDATED EDISON INC 1,474,349

CUMMINS INC 1,473,592

COSTCO WHOLESALE CORP 1,456,234

Top 20 Holdings Regional Exposure

Sector Exposure
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Passive Smart Beta – Responsible Investment
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Disclaimer

This material is for information only and for the sole use of the recipient, it is not to be reproduced, copied or shared. The report was prepared
utilising agreed scenarios, assumptions and formats.

Brunel accepts no liability for loss arising for the use of this material and any opinions expressed are current (at time of publication) only. This
report is not meant as a guide to investing or as a source of specific investment recommendations and does not constitute investment research.

Certain information included in this report may have been sourced from third parties. While Brunel believes that such third party information is
reliable, Brunel does not guarantee its accuracy, timeliness or completeness and it is subject to change without notice.

Nothing in this report should be interpreted to state or imply that past performance is an indicator of future performance. References to
benchmark or indices are provided for information only and do not imply that your portfolio will achieve similar results.

Brunel provides products and services to professional, institutional investors and its services are not directed at, or open to, retail clients.

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority No. 790168.

The Industry Classification Benchmark is a joint product of FTSE International Limited and Dow Jones & Company, Inc. and has been licensed for
use.‘FTSE’ is a trade and service mark of London Stock Exchange and The Financial Times Limited. “Dow Jones” and “DJ” are trade and service
marks of Dow Jones & Company Inc. FTSE and Dow Jones do not accept any liability to any person for any loss or damage arising out of any error
or omission in the ICB.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) was developed by and is the exclusive property of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc.
and Standard & Poor’s. GICS is a service mark of MSCI and S&P and has been licensed for use by State Street Bank and Trust Company.
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